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Patkai Higher Secondary School was
established in 1984 by Patkai Christian
College with a view, “To impart quality
education to the young people,
especially the tribals, within the
framework of spiritual and moral
absolutes, catering to the socio-
economic needs of the region and
pursuit of science and technology for
the welfare of the human society and
the world as a whole “ 

Free Admission for toppers. 
Free admission for students achieving
90% or higher. 
Free admission for PHSS Passed out
students achieving 60% or higher. 
Social Security Benefits 
Spiritual Ministry 
Medical Assistance 
Transport service 
Ambulance Services

ABOUT OUR SCHOOL

SECONDARY SCHOOL
      

OUR FEATURES STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 

Highly Experienced & Trained Teachers
Hostel                      •24/7 ATM 
Cafeteria                •Indoor Stadium
Music Classes & PHSS Choir     
Athletic Spaces :                                              
Football, Basketball, Volleyball 
Academic Resources :                                               
Science Labs, Computer Lab, AV Room &
Library.
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Open For
Registration!

Period 2024 - 2025

ACADEMIC RESOURCES

LIBRARY

MORNING CHAPEL

WHY CHOOSE US? 

Explore our school's exceptional laboratories
for Chemistry, Biology, Physics, and Computer
Science, alongside a cutting-edge AV room,
providing students with unparalleled learning
opportunities. 

WHAT WE OFFER

PHSS CHOIR & MUSIC LESSONS  

•ENGLISH •ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH
•ECONOMICS •EDUCATION •HISTORY
•POLITICAL SCIENCE •MUSIC
•COMPUTER SCIENCE • MATHEMATICS

The Patkai Library, renowned for its size and
longevity, offers students a tranquil setting
ideal for focused studying. Housing over 25,000
volumes across various disciplines, it stands as
a vital academic resource within the state.

Morning Chapel convenes every Monday and
Wednesday, driven by students for students,
offering a platform for spiritual insights that
bolster faith and foster character development.

SPORTS AMENITIES 
At our school, students have access to diverse
sports facilities, including a well-maintained
football field, volleyball and basketball courts,
and an indoor stadium, facilitating
engagement in athletic pursuits.

ARTS

SCIENCE
•ENGLISH •ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH
•CHEMISTRY •PHYSICS •BIOLOGY
•MATHEMATICS •COMPUTER SCIENCE

COMMERCE
•ENGLISH •ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH
•ACCOUNTANCY •ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•BUSINESS STUDIES •ECONOMICS
•COMPUTER SCIENCE •MATHEMATICS 

OUR MOTTO
The school's motto, "Lux et Veritas" (Light
and Truth), encapsulates its core values of
truth, righteousness, and beauty. 
Patkai is committed to guiding students in
developing habits that nurture their
physical, psychological, and spiritual well-
being, empowering them to positively
contribute to both their communities and
church life.

The PHSS choir and music tutoring initiative
extends an inclusive invitation to PHSS
students across all disciplines to come together
and share the joy of music. It provides a
platform for collaboration and
participation,where diverse talents can thrive.

TRANSPORT SERVICES 
We provide convenient transportation services
to facilitate hassle-free commuting to and
from campus, ensuring punctuality and
comfort for students throughout their journey.

HOSTEL AMENITIES
Our School provides good hostel amenities to
ensure that students from both nearby and
distant corners  can pursue their studies here
in utmost comfort and convenience.


